AB
Friendly!

KS 1504 / KS 1504G
Whirlwind Size: 80" x 80"

KS 1503 / KS 1503G
Atrium Size: 90" x 90"

Patterns shown are created by Kate Spain.
Our garden is a very special place to us and by late-summer/early autumn, it becomes a colorful and lively way-station for migrating butterflies. We've carefully selected flowers and plants that help provide these beautiful insects with the vital energy for their incredible long-distance journeys. To sit and watch them fluttering about from flower to flower makes me so happy — and I tried to capture some of that joy in my new fabric collection, Aria. The designs in Aria were inspired by the melodic and graceful motion of butterflies and the colorful splendor of the meadow garden. From begonia pinks and roses to mossy greens and cool, watery blues, there is a patchwork garden ready to be arranged by you!
Kate Spain's debuted with Moda in 2009 with her collection, Verna.
JR’s, LC’s, MC’s and PP’s include two of each of 27232 and 27237.